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PART I—PROJECT IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION 
1. Institution and Address 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
225 North Ave. 
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2. NSF Program 
NEFRI 
3. NSF Award Number 
ECS-8206498 
4. Award Period 
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5. Cumulative Award Amount 
$10,000 
6. Project Title 
Control Variate Methodology Applied to Nonlinear Regression with General 	Error 
Distributions 
PART II—SUMMARY OF COMPLETED PROJECT (FOR PUBLIC USE) 
NEFRI Final 	Report 
This work studies the implementation of Monte Carlo control variate strategies 
developed in Swain (1982) and extended to the case of nonnormal errors. 	Two strategies 
are employed to obtain the control variate approximators: 	linear controls based on the 
original, non-normal 	errors can be used, or the errors can be normalized by an inverse 
transformation, and controls based upon the normalized errors. 	The strategy that works 
best depends upon the error distribution. 	For instance, sampling with gamma errors 
works best with the normalized controls, while uniform errors worked best when the 
controls are based on untransformed variates. 	The choice of the control 	seems to be 
determined by the range of the parameter estimator, since an unbounded estimator such 
as occurs with gamma errors leads to the control based upon normalized errors, while 
the bounded estimator based on the uniform leads to the untransformed control. 
The general 	relation between sampling efficiency and average nonlinearity, quantified 
through the Beale measure of average nonlinearity, is observed. 	This relation is 
identified in Swain 	(1982) for the case of normal errors. 	In addition, Beale's 
measure, computed using the expression by Box (1971), tracked the observed performance 
of an empirical measure using the sampled values of the approximators. 	The related 
question of an optimal transformation for linear controls is left open, but preliminary 
work suggests that further improvement is possible. 
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